Orthogonal polynomials and special functions of classical type in several variables arise from analysis on root systems. Generally there is an underlying definite integral with a number of parameters. To evaluate such an integral in closed form means to obtain a formula in terms of known special functions, especially the gamma function. These formulas are generally meromorphic and allow analytic continuation of the parameter values into regions where the integral is no longer defined. In order to understand the singularities one is led to deep problems in Coxeter and Artin groups, Hecke algebras, their representations, and differential equations. Certain polynomials in a parameter such as Poincare series and generic degrees of representations are associated to such groups. The logarithms of their zero-sets are closely related to the aforementioned integrals.
In previous work [Dul, 3] mainly concerned with orthogonal polynomials associated to finite reflection groups the author constructed a commutative algebra of differential-difference operators for such groups, with as many parameters as there are conjugacy classes of reflections. These operators are a natural generalization of partial differentiation and can be used to construct group-invariant differential operators (Heckman [He3] ). The main topic of this paper is the theory of functions annihilated by each differential-difference operator in the algebra. Nonconstant functions of this type have singularities on the reflecting hyperplanes of the group.
For each irreducible representation of the group the differentialdifference equation leads to a linear system of first-order differential equations corresponding to an integrable connection on a certain holomorphic vector bundle over the space of G-orbits of regular points in the complexification of R N (here G denotes a finite orthogonal reflection group acting on R N ). Brieskorn [Br] showed that the fundamental group of this space is the Artin generalized braid group G belonging to G. A monodromy representation of G is realized on the space (the "horizontal sections") of solutions of the system by means of analytic continuation. The monodromy representation of the group algebra CG factors over the Hecke algebra of G and corresponds to the original representation of G when the parameter values give a semisimple specialization of the generic algebra of G.
Monodromy representations and Hecke algebras provide important tools and motivation for the study of special functions of several variables. Riemann studied the hypergeometric differential equation and its monodromy (this is applied to dihedral groups in the present work). Heckman and Opdam [Hel, 2; HO; Ol,2,3] introduced hypergeometric functions associated to root systems of Weyl groups and the related monodromy actions of affine Weyl groups. Heckman [He2] then showed how the Hecke algebra appears in the monodromy of the Heckman-Opdam differential operator.
Opdam [O4] constructed differential equations of Bessel type for every finite reflection group (not necessarily crystallographic) and produced representations of the Hecke algebra isomorphic to the regular representation. His paper stimulated the research leading to this work. The approach here is more classical and aims to construct the systems of equations and representations quite explicitly. There is also a greater emphasis on irreducible representations and characters here. It is notable that Opdam has found a unified approach to the Macdonald-Mehta integrals using analysis on the Hecke algebra. His proof exhibits the remarkable correspondence between the singularities of the integral formulas and zeros of the Poincare polynomials.
Cherednik [Chi, 2] also has investigated Hecke algebras and differ-ential equations for special functions, especially those motivated by applications in physics. Matsuo [Mat] constructed trigonometric Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations associated with root systems of Weyl type. In this work he used differential-difference operators and an integrable connection for group-algebra-valued functions periodic for the group lattice. He also found the relationship to the (generalized) zonal spherical functions of Heckman and Opdam.
The differential-difference operators provide an elegant approach to constructing integrable systems of first-order equations associated to root systems. For example, the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations are a special case for the Coxeter group of type A N , the symmetric group.
This paper is organized as follows:
(1) The differential-difference operators, analytic vector bundles and integrable connections associated to irreducible representations;
(2) construction of fundamental solutions of the differential equation in terms of Lappo-Danilevsky's hyperlogarithms, entire dependence on the parameters, the monodromy representation, the Hecke algebra;
(3) exceptional parameter values, generic degrees of representations, relations to semisimplicity of Hecke algebra; (4) representations of the Hecke algebra of a dihedral group, explicit solutions in terms of hypergeometric functions; (5) further questions. [Bo] , Humphreys [Hu] ). There is a well-determined labeling of the walls (a wall is a set (^w)~ n vj-of codimension one, where vf-= {x £ R N : (x 9 Vi) = 0}) of each chamber by {1, 2, ... , N} so that w~ισιw is the reflection in wall #i of the chamber &w .
There is a geometric interpretation of any expression w -βi" σ/ σ z (1 < ij < N, all y) in terms of simple reflections: a point x 0 e & can be joined to XQW e &w by a sequence of paths, each from one chamber to an adjacent one, namely XQWJ-\ -» x$Wj through wall #/ 7 (with j=\, 2, ... ,n) where ^7 := σ ij σ^σ^ =w j -ι(wj* ι σ ij , ^_i), o = 1. An example of such a path is y 7 (ί) := ((l-t)xo + txoσi )WJ-\ . The length of w , denoted /(w), is the number of factors in the shortest expression for w as a product of simple reflections, and is thus the least number of walls that must be traversed to get to Ww from ^ . Later we will replace paths like y/ by paths in C^g joining adjacent chambers.
Choose complex parameters α z , / = 1, . [Dul] that TtTj = Γ 7 7} (1 < /, j' < N) and 7} is an endomorphism on polynomial functions.
Our goal is to describe the linear space (and G-module) [Dul] ). Thus & a is a G-module. Let G denote the set of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible representations of G for τ e G, we will denote the character by χ τ , the degree by n(τ) and the representation matrix by τ(w)ij (G can be identified with the set of " G-graphs," see Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL] (fτ,i(x) )ΐΰ for x€^.
Applying this decomposition to 31 a we formulate the differential equation, for each τ e G:
(1.1) Find all C^-valued functions / = (/i, / 2 , ... ,
The linear space of solutions of (1.1) will be denoted 3t a ,τ> We will show dimc^α,τ = n ( τ ) \ thus the components of a basis will be a set of ft(τ) 2 linearly independent functions in £i a (when extended to all of R£ g ).
A reference for the use of sheaf theory here is Deligne [De, Ch. 1] . Let (9 be the sheaf of germs of analytic functions on Ω (= C^g/G). Let V τ be the analytic vector bundle over Ω consisting locally of
where Y 
(after a step of differentiation and grouping of terms). In the square bracket, the first two terms are symmetric in p and /, and so that part of the double sum vanishes. It remains to consider The coefficients are analytic on C^g and satisfy the Frobenius integrability condition (see, e.g., [De, 1.6] , [V, p. 
106]). Thus for any initial condition
, there is a unique solution / defined on ^ satisfying (2.1) and
Before we exhibit the homogeneity properties of the horizontal sections we recall some facts about conjugacy classes of reflections from [Du3] . Recall from §1 that G has ra 0 classes of reflections and β t is the value of the multiplicity function on class #i. Define λ{τ\ a) = 2.2. LEMMA. For τ e G there are integers w 7 (τ), 1 < / < m 0 , such that λ{τ\ a) = Y^χ βinM and 0 < π/(τ) < 2m f . Further m(τ) = 0 ybr βαc/z / exactly when τ = 1 α/tti /t z (τ) = 2m z ^or ^αc/z / exactly when τ = sgn (or det). We will use the system (2.3) because of its more concise form. It is a particular case of Cherednik's r-matrices [Chi] .
PROPOSITION. Suppose f is a local solution of
By the Frobenius condition we can use one-dimensional techniques and Lappo-Danilevsky's hyperlogarithms to produce infinite series for the fundamental solution of (2.3). The series will be defined on the universal covering space of (W r^g XQ) .
We adapt the hyperlogarithms from [LD] , see also Hille [Hi, .
2.5. DEFINITION. For a piecewise smooth path γ in C^ (with domain [0, 1]) and a sequence of (nonzero) vectors U\, Uι, W3, ... such that
and L(y;ί):= 1), n= 1,2,3,... . The series can be differentiated term by term (still absolutely convergent) to obtain oo m Restricting the system (2.3) (or (2.1)) to a complex line passing through XQ leads to a Fuchsian system. Indeed, fix u G C^ with uφQ and consider the differential equation for S?(z) := ^(xo + zu), namely This equation has regular singular points at z = -(υ i9 xo)/(Vi 9 u) (when (^ , u) φ 0), see Hille ([Hi, p. 354, 9.6 .1]).
PROPOSITION. \L(γ MI ,...,«" t)\ <l{y t) n /(S
We return to the consideration of the vector bundle V τ and the relation to analytic continuation.
First we define a translation representation of G induced by τ. For any
Proof. The differentiation part is obvious (recall that w T = w~ι, w eG). The difference part is The fundamental group of Ω is generated by certain paths joining XQ to x §σ ι y 1 < / < N (Brieskorn [Br] ). More generally we consider paths joining XQ to XQW for some w G G. Suppose 7i, 72 are paths joining x 0 to xo^i ? -^0^2 respectively (thus both correspond to loops in Ω = C^g/G). Thus γ\ o y 2 denotes the path joining XQ to x o^i^2 given by 72(20 for 0 < t < 1/2 and yi(2ί-1)^2 for 1/2 < ί < 1. 
Proof. Let (M(γ s α), 7 ) (5=1,2) denote the monodromy matrices with respect to a fundamental solution (f, ... , f n^) of (2.1). Apply analytic continuation along y\ to the identity Recall that σ\, σι, ... , &N ^Γ^ the simple reflections for the Coxeter group. The structure theorem ( [BG] , [Hu] ) says that G is generated by σ\, ... , ON with the defining relations (σ/σ 7 ) m^ = 1 for certain positive integers m ί7 (1 < /, j < N) satisfying ma = 1 and niij = mji (the Coxeter graph consists of N nodes with node #/ joined by an edge to node #j when m /y > 3 the edge is labeled by mij when m i7 > 4).
For / = 1, 2, ... , TV, let y z be the path
where r is a piecewise smooth path joining 1 to -1 in C\{0} such that Imr(ί) > 0 for 0 < t < 1. Thus γι joins x 0 to 2.14. THEOREM (Brieskorn [Br] ). πi (Ω XQ) is generated by (the homotopy classes of) γ\, γ 2 , ... , yjv subject only to the relations (ϊi °7j °7i'") = (7j °7i°7j'-)> with ra, ; factors on each side, for 1 < i < j < N (equality of paths being intt _ reted as homotopy). Proof. This is a consequence of the theory of local systems and analytic integrable connections on an analytic manifold (Deligne [De, 1.6 ], Varadarajan [V, §4]) . D
The group πi(Ω; XQ) f he Art in group G belonging to G. It is called a generalized bn oup because when G = S N +\ (the symmetric group, type
We will show that M(jj a) 1 = (1 -qj)M{yj a) + <?//, where qj = e~2 πιa j and thus we are led to a representation of the Hecke-Iwahori algebra of G. The proof relies on restricting the differential equation (2.3) to a complex line spanned by Vj . The method for constructing power-series solutions of a first-order system around a regular singular point is presented in Hille [Hi, .
The following lemma is adapted to this special situation. The first row now defines the first rows of C n , M n uniquely starting with Cb,ii = /, Co, 12 = 0. This wipes out the log z term in the bottom row. Since n + a = (n + /) -a the second equation becomes n=0 DC n , l2 + nC n , 22-M na2 ] = 0.
LEMMA. Suppose σ is a unitary involution on C k , a e C, and B(z) is a kx k-matrix valued analytic function on {z e C : \z\ < r 0 }, some r 0 > 0 and σB(z)σ = -J5(-z). Then the matrix system JΪ&(Z) = j&(z)σ+ &(z)B(z) has a fundamental solution &(z) = A(z)C(z) y where C(z)
Set CQ,21 = 0? Co,22 = I\ when n is odd and n < I, then C n> 2i -ϋZ7Mi,2i > C rt> 22 = 0; when n = I, C/ 2 i = 0 (arbitrary) and Z) = if/ 21 the rest of the construction for C n is obvious. Note that C/i_/,ii = 0 when n is even, Q_/ >12 = 0 when /t is odd so that C n has the same parity as n . A similar argument works for 2a = -I. D 2.17. THEOREM. For 7 = 1,...,JV the monodromy operators Recall the definition of the generic complex algebra for G (e.g., see Humphreys [Hu, Ch. 7] ) Bourbaki [Bo, p. 55] : for parameters at, b\, / = 1, ... , N such that a^ = Uj, b\ = bj whenever σ z is conjugate to <T/, the algebra is the complex span of {T(w) : w G G} with the multiplication rules T(σi)T(w) = T(oiW) if Ifaw) = l(w) + 1 and T{σf)T(w) = aiT(w) + biT(σiW), if /(σ, tt;) = /(ti;)-1 (of course Γ(l) = /). There is a presentation of this algebra: T{oi) 2 = aiT{Oi) + b\I and
Proof. Fix j and let ζ(z)
niij factors on each side, 1 < i < j < N. The specialization α z = q ι r -1 ? bi = qi is called the Hecke (or Hecke-Iwahori) algebra H(G q) (Iwahori [I] 
Special values of a and the generic degrees.
The Poincare series of G determines which values of a t lead to semisimple specializations of the generic algebra. We recall some results from Gyoja and Uno [GU], Macdonald [M] , and Yamane [Y] . For each w e G there is a vector-valued length (l\(w), h{w) , ... , l m^( w)) (where mo is the number of classes of reflections) so that there is a reduced expression w = Gj χ 0j 2 '" σ j k (1 < 7/ < N) with l\[w) of the factors being in class #1, and so on.
Macdonald showed that U(w) = rii(w), the number of positive roots belonging to class #i made negative by w (see also Curtis, Iwahori, and The Poincare series (polynomial, since G is finite) is PQ{Q) -'= Ί2 w eG^1^ -Macdonald [M] determined PG(Q) for all the indecomposable finite Coxeter groups. Gyoja and Uno [GU] showed that H(G, q) is semisimple for nonzero complex values of #, exactly when PQ{Q) φ 0 (their proof is for q\ = q2 = -" but is easily transferred to the general case). Yamane [Y] showed that for any particular irreducible (principal) m-dimensional representation M of (generic) H(G q) there is a polynomial in q whose zero-set consists of excluded values (for such values some of the properties are lost). Let
where w 0 is the longest element in G. [Y] , and corresponds to τ. Analytic continuation finishes the argument. D
We will demonstrate this corollary explicitly for the dihedral groups.
The dihedral groups.
The even dihedral groups have two classes of reflections while the odd dihedral groups have just one. In case of one parameter there is a basis for 2f a ? τ in terms of hypergeometric functions. We will determine the differential equation for the twoparameter case and then specialize to one parameter. Fix an integer k > 2 and consider the dihedral group h(2k) (of order 4k). Let ζ := π/k then a list of positive roots is Vj := (sin(jξ/2), cos(jξ/2)) with corresponding reflectionŝ This is a Fuchsian system with regular singular points at 0, ±1, ±/, oo. The hypergeometric differential equation allows three such points so this system appears to be too complicated for hypergeometric functions. But specialization to β = 0, G = I 2 (k) (1 < / < k/2, 0 < δ < 1/2) allows solutions in known functions. The connection coefficients among the different solutions of the hypergeometric equation will enable us to get the monodromy matrices explicitly. Set β = 0 and substitute z = sin
Eliminating v 2 from the first-order system dv\ δ dvi δ la we obtain
This allows us to write down solutions with specified singularities at the regular singular points z = 0, 1 (0 = 0, π respectively). [l,-l] where C = (positive values for 0 < z < 1). The restrictions on a come from the conditions that the 24 solutions all be defined.
• A similar calculation applies to g IV .
•
In order to obtain a fundamental solution which is entire in a we choose g ι , g
11
. From the known connection coefficients ( [AS, p. 559] ) and the identity Γ(c)Γ(l -c) = π/sin(πc) we obtain the following:
The coefficients are entire functions of a, and 0 < δ < 1/2. 
/n this basis Proof. When the condition on q is satisfied, I, M{y\ α), M(y 2 α), and Af(yi α)Af(72 α) are linearly independent (by an elementary argument using the fact sin πδ φ 0). If a ± δ = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, ... , then Af(yi α) is diagonal and C[^] is an invariant subspace; if a± δ = -1/2, -3/2, -5/2, then Up to now XQ has been arbitrary point in ^. A likely candidate for a distinguished point would be an extreme value of h(x) on the unit sphere (for α z > 0, studied as "peak points" in [Du2] ). As support for this idea, consider the peak point for I 2 (k) (β = 0), namely X\ = cos(π/2fc), ; ) are expressed with respect to fundamental solutions whose values at Xo a r e independent of a. More specific information about A(a, a 7 ) would be very desirable. This may be related to recurrence relations for some associated (as yet unspecified) definite integrals. Can one find explicit bases for 2J a 9 τ when G -hi^k) and there are two parameters in terms of classical special functions? The differential equation (4.3) has six regular singular points but it may be possible to reduce this number by a transformation.
Are there useful distinguished points in Ψ in the sense of allowing explicit evaluations of fundamental solutions? The obvious candidate is the peak point XQ where (see [Du2] ).
When a x > 0 for all i and \h(x)\ 2 is an interesting weight function for orthogonal polynomials on the sphere it may be that there are interesting definite integrals associated to ^a,τ •> for example \f(x)\ 2 \h(x)\ 2 (f G S^a,τ) with respect to surface measure on if n{x e R N : \x\ -1} . Kazhdan and Lusztig (see [KL] , also [Hu, Ch. 7] ) constructed a different basis for H(G; q) for the purpose of a more detailed representation theory. Do the elements of their basis have an informative geometric meaning under the monodromy representation?
